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Annual Updates and Special Installation Functions:
Intersect Systems Records Management Software Systems
Intersect System’s Records Management series of software applications are developed
with Microsoft’s software development systems. The applications are updated annually,
with distribution to customers who participate in the ASP Annual Support Program
Developed and refined over the past eighteen years, the Intersect applications are
periodically re-implemented to take advantage of the latest software methods and tools.

Windows XP, Vista, and 7 Compatibility
The latest update to the Retention Schedule Manager series includes Intersect’s new
Smart Installer. Smart Installer makes a single installation program compatible with
Windows XP, Vista, or 7.
Microsoft guidelines for installations on Windows platforms specify different installation
locations for various application components depending on the Windows operating
system version on the target computer system. The Smart Installer determines the
operating system that is running on the computer platform at the start of the installation
process. This allows the Smart Installer to install the executable files, DLL’s, and other
components in the directories specified by Microsoft for correct installations.

Wide Screen Monitors
The new 2010 Intersect applications releases have new functions to accommodate
wide-screen monitors that are being acquired by some organizations. During initial
execution start-up, applications such as the Retention Schedule Manager determine the
aspect ratio of the current monitor connected to the computer, and perform special
scaling functions on application form components to maintain the full-screen display that
Intersect Systems’ applications are noted for.
Further, on each subsequent start-up, the applications check to see if the monitor
aspect ratio has changed. If the monitor has been changed, the application performs
the scaling functions again to accommodate the new monitor / aspect ratio, thereby
automatically accommodating monitor changes on a computer system.
For more information, contact Intersect Systems Inc. at (972) 641-7747.

